
Originally, this research was to be done
on all three species simultaneously, but
owing to the low water levels in dams and
rivers throughout NSW (which mostly
affects fishing events for Murray Cod and
goldens), bass are being examined first. So
far, we’ve completed two experiments with
recreational anglers to incorporate some
of the different fishing practices used to
target this popular species. This work was
designed to estimate the survival of fish
that are caught and released during (i) live
weigh-in events using lures and (ii) regular
fishing with both lures and baits where
fish are immediately released owing to size
restrictions, bag limits or C&R fishing.

The first event was held at Lake
Glenbawn in September 2006 and involved
66 anglers fishing during two sessions.

After catching a bass, anglers measured
their total length before placing them into
their live-wells and recording information
on the playing time, hook location, and
types of terminal rigs and landing nets
used. At the end of each fishing session,
boats returned to a weigh-in area where all
fish were removed from the live-wells,
placed in a wet synthetic bag and weighed
by the tournament director. Researchers
then assessed each fish for damage to their
body or fins before releasing them into one
of six land-based, flow-through 1000-l
tanks. The fish were monitored for
mortalities over 48 hours. 

The second event was held on the upper
Clarence River near Copmanhurst in

C&R bass

LATE last year, NSW DPI (using
money from recreational fishing
licenses) started a two-year
research project to examine and

improve the survival of Murray cod, golden
perch and Australian bass released by
anglers. These species were chosen
because a recent national fishing survey
estimated that between almost 400,000
and 800,000 of each are released annually
throughout Australia, and very little
information is available on their survival.
Like related work done with saltwater
species, the bulk of this research project
involves using anglers during recreational
fishing events to catch & release their fish
into sea cages or large tanks supplied by
researchers, who then monitor survival
over up to five days. 
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Recent research suggests that Australian bass have high post-release survival
rates after being hooked on some lures and baits. By PAUL BUTCHER, MATT
BROADHURST, SHANE McGRATH and CRAIG BRAND.

The fate of

BASS
Setup of the 1000-l tanks on the edge of Lake Glenbawn.

A quality bass caught in the Clarence
by DPI researcher Paul Butcher.
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October 2006 and involved 46 volunteer
anglers, three marshal boats and eight
anchored cylindrical sea cages (2.3 x 2.5
m). On the day before the event, 80
control fish (previously collected from
Lake Glenbawn) were transferred from
the Grafton Agriculture Research and
Advisory Station to the eight sea cages.
The anglers were given aerated live-wells
and were asked to target bass using either
bait or lures during three sessions over
two days. As soon as an angler caught a
fish, they placed it into their live-well,
raised a catch flag and recorded relevant
data. Researchers travelled to the angler
boat, removed each fish from the live-well
and measured their TL before checking

Competitors waiting next to the 1000-l
tanks during the Lake Glenbawn event.
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